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Abstract

Iranian nuclear threat remains one of the most pressing issue throughout the history of US foreign policy. Ever since the Islamic revolution occurred in Iran in 1979, Iran hostile activities in Middle East has been a major threat for US security interest, in particular when Iran started to build its ambition to build its nuclear weapon. Having said that, this article aims to discuss US foreign policy toward the threat of Iranian nuclear program from Bill Clinton administration until Trump Administration. By using qualitative method specifically on thematic analysis from Braun and Clarke, this article would scrutinize the internal and external factors of US foreign policy toward Iran and then seeks to understand the change and continuity of US foreign policy from Bill Clinton until Trump administration. From the analysis, it was found that US foreign policy has been influenced a lot by its internal and external factors, resulting in different responses of US foreign policy in each administration. Moreover, US foreign policy has been consistent to put Iranian nuclear threat as its major security threat despite differ in its foreign policy. However, the withdrawal of US under Trump in Joint Comprehensive Plan Of Action (JCPOA) deal has provided an inconsistency of US foreign policy with its previous administration.
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INTRODUCTION

In the world where anarchical system and unequal distribution of power exists, the ultimate aim of states is to attain security (Waltz, 1979). As the consequences, states will seek to maximize its security by gaining more power and will respond to any threats that could jeopardize its security. Particularly for global powers, achieving security requires them to aspire to be a global hegemonic and will take necessary actions in responding to any states that reject their hegemony (Marsheimer J. J., 2001).

Deemed as the major power over the last century, United States has been actively engaging in many parts of the world to maintain its global hegemony (Pass, 2019). Especially after the Cold War era—as written in its national defense strategy year 1994—U.S. planned to remain globally engaged in shaping the international security environment (Department of Defense United States of America, 1994). These strategic objectives have been consistent if we look upon security strategies over the last decades up until now.

One of the US biggest agenda in shaping the global security environment lies on deterrence on proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. In fact, United States is in the forefront of asserting this objective, Jonathan Hunt (2017) on his works "Nuclear Arms Control in U.S. Foreign Policy" stated that US particularly started to center its attention toward the nuclear proliferation after the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991 in which also where the regional disputes, non-state actors, and failed states grew even more prominent." As I observed in US national security strategy since 1993 until the latest one in 2017, US foreign policy objective has been consistently put great interest to limit, reduce, and prevent the spread of, or eliminating weapons of mass destruction and other dangerous weapon in other states across the regions (Department of Defense United States of America, 2017).

Among all issues faced by United States on weapons of mass destruction, the most pressing one lies at Iran nuclear development program (White House, 2017). Robert Einhorn (2019), believed that the effort to prevent Iran from acquiring nuclear weapons has been the US national security priority for over three decades. The hostile relationship between US and Iran also contributed to this issue. As their diplomatic relation broke off in 1979 following the Iranian Revolution, Iran since then saw US as the “Great Satan who shouted and gathered all devils that has started a ruckus against Iran” (Iran Data Portal, 1979). In the speech of Ayatollah Khomeini on November 1979, the supreme leader confidently stated that “We must go forward with power. If we show weakness, they will be emboldened and will attack.” (Iran Data Portal, 1979). Since then, Iran started to advance its nuclear weapon particularly when the state built its P-1 centrifuge in 1989 (Arms Control Association, 2019).

In response to the hostile behavior of Iran, United States has intensely engaged in series of efforts to stop Iran nuclear program (Robert Einhorn, 2019). From Bill Clinton administration until Donald Trump administration, each of the president has employed a series of foreign policy that are intended to stop Iran's nuclear weapon ambition, ranging from economic sanctions, international pressure, diplomatic solution, even military intervention. These were all available as an option in curbing Iranian nuclear weapon program.

The discourse on US foreign policy towards Iran is abundant in the current literature of international relations study. However, the US foreign policy study that specifically discussing on individual level in considering their states domestic and external environment in a comprehensive manner remains understudied. As echoed by Rosati (1995), despite the value of
individual level analysis should be obvious; the study on this level has not always received the attention it deserves in the study of foreign policy. However, individual level of analysis has played a more prominent role in foreign policy research in the last decades, considering its strength to analyze the micro-level of decision making process within a state (Rosati, 1995). Not to mention that there is not much literature on US foreign policy study that specifically talking about Iranian nuclear threat in each administration in historical perspective.

Therefore, this article aims to analyze the US foreign policy towards Iranian nuclear threat from Bill Clinton until Donald Trump administration. Firstly, this article will begin by exploring US strategic environment encompassing its internal (domestic) and external (international) environment from Bill Clinton until Donald Trump administration. Secondly, this article analyzes the employment of U.S. foreign policy towards Iran from Bill Clinton administration until Trump administration. From this section, the writers scrutinize the change and continuity of each administration and understand the differences of each administration.

**Literature Review**

Terry Deibel (2007) posits that successful strategy in the foreign policy does not only end in the real world of international relations, but it also begins from that reality. Therefore, the success of foreign policy is determined by whether or not the outcome can influence the changing of the reality of international strategic environment according to the states’ interest. In order to do so, as Deibel argued, state must begin by drawing accurate mental picture of its domestic and international reality (Deibel, 2007). This is important since according to Hill (2003), “foreign policy is the hinge of domestic and international politics.” Put it in other words, foreign policy serves as an intersection point of domestic and international politics which later will contribute on how states will employ its foreign policy (Hill, The Changing Politics of Foreign Policy, 2003). From this point of view, we can understand that foreign policy was heavily influenced by states internal environment and its external environment. The combination of these factors would later contribute to the employment of states foreign policy.

However, as many of the current literature suggested, the domestic consideration on US foreign policy in particular to Iranian nuclear weapon is still understudied. As Homan & Lantis pointed out that domestic politics such as political parties in US Congress representing the most interesting discussion on how it could challenge the authority, encouraging innovative ideas, and changing the foreign policy environment, yet, they are still lacking of presence in the US foreign policy study (Hoffman & Lantis, 2019). This particular study will benefit from the exclusivity of understanding the domestic politics of US in shaping its foreign policy. Interestingly, it is not only encompassing the political parties interaction but also coming from other essential element in the internal politics of US that specifically significant to the US foreign policy towards Iran such as the concern of interest groups. This argument is validated by Helen Milner & Dustin Tingley (2015) in which they found that there are two things that significantly trigger U.S. Presidents to formulate their foreign policy, they are domestic politics and the concern of interest group.

Moreover, the US strategic external consideration that specifically discussing on Iranian nuclear weapon has also being understudied. As Moritz Pieper argued, despite becoming fundamental to understand US foreign policy, the understudied of states’ external considerations in seeing Iran as a threat remains to be vital point to understand Iran foreign policy in pursuing its nuclear weapon (Pieper, 2017). The discourse on
the literature of external environment is important in order to understand the bigger picture of how states interact to specific issue. Unlike other studies that usually focus on the relation between US-Iranian relations to understand Iranian nuclear ambition. There is an urgency for the writer to discuss other external environment that contribute to the US action to stop Iranian nuclear weapons aside from merely its relation with Iran.

Moreover, it is argued that external environment is the very reason why foreign policy was employed (Bojang, 2018). External environment here is defined as the reality perceived by states on the international system, in which, trigger states to act and respond to the situation in order to survive (Ripsman, Taliaferro, & Lobell, Neoclassical Realist Theory of International Politics, 2016). Many international scholars often assess the international system as the starting point in understanding how states act in its foreign policy (Ripsman, Taliaferro, & Lobell, Neoclassical Realist Theory of International Politics, 2016).

As pointed out by Gideon Rose (1998) in his article Neoclassical Realism and Theories of Foreign Policy, it is stated that “the scope and ambition of a country's foreign policy is driven first and foremost by its place in the international system and specifically by its relative material power capabilities”. Put it in other words, in order to be able to understand the states foreign policy, it is imperative to understand first how states positioned itself in the international system and how its external environment creating stimulus for states to act and respond to it. Based on U.S. National Security Strategy in 1994-2017, there are two most important external environments that U.S. often consider in regard to Iranian nuclear threat. First is the international pressure on Iran and second is the U.S. commitment to protect Israel in the Middle East.

Having said that, we can understand that U.S. foreign policy on Iran is influenced by its domestic and international factors. For domestic factors, it encompasses domestic politics and interest group whereas external factors encompass international pressure on Iran and U.S. commitment to protection Israel in the Middle East. For simplicity, the literature review on U.S. foreign policy toward Iranian nuclear threat can be visualized by the figure below:
In order to gain a comprehensive insight about the change and continuity of U.S. foreign policy towards Iran throughout the history, this article uses the qualitative research by describing, interpreting, and contextualizing U.S. foreign policy on each administration. The method to gather data for this research will be relying on primary data which can be obtained from government official documents, books, academic journals, and the reliable official news website. In analyzing the data, the writer uses thematic analysis, which is used to analyze data in order to identify the ideas and patterns of meaning in the data (Braun & Clarke, 2006). According to Braun & Clarke (2006) this method is an effective tool to make the linkage between patterns in certain phenomena and understand how far the phenomenon happens in the writer’s perspective.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the writer divides the analysis based on the three subsections. Firstly, the writer discusses U.S. internal environment in regard to Iranian nuclear threat. Secondly, the writer discusses U.S. external environment in regard to Iranian nuclear threat. Last but not least, the change and continuity on U.S. Foreign Policy from Bill Clinton administration until Donald Trump administration.

Internal Environment
The Constraints of Domestic Politics
Republican and Democrats—the leading political parties both in public and congress—play a significant contribution when it comes to the constraint of U.S. domestic politics. As both of these parties typically are divided by ideologies such as liberals and conservatives, Democrats and Republicans have been disagreed on many
aspects of foreign policy. They disagree on which countries can be trusted and they feel close to, disagree on which foreign policy instruments and policies are best to employ, disagree on utility of foreign aids, benefits of trade and usefulness of diplomacy, or whether to use international organization and multilateral agreement in general (Milner & Tingley, 2015).

In particular to Iran nuclear threat, both of political parties has been long known to have different view on how U.S. should employ its foreign policy. When Bill Clinton administration initiated a dual containment policy against Iran, Clinton asserted that U.S. focus is to change Iran behavior due to its quest for nuclear weapons (Brzezinski, 1997). However this objective began to harden as soon as Republican Party dominated the congress in 1994. Under the pressure of congressional republicans, Bill Clinton then signed the Iran Sanctions Act which mandated sanctions against any foreign firm in energy sector that invest more than $40 million to Iran (Brzezinski, 1997). In addition, there was also an intention of Bill Clinton himself to normalize the relationship with Iran through Khatami, a newly elected moderate President in 1996. However, this intention was so unpopular in the congress, believing that Khatami could not control the radicals in Iran and believed that Khatami was pretending to be moderate to put Iran's enemies off guard while trying to acquire nuclear weapon (Freedman, 1999). As the consequences, throughout his presidency, Bill Clinton did not really fully employ his policy he imagined because of the constraint in domestic politics.

The constraint of domestic politics also happened during George Bush era. At this time, the constraint was coming from Democratic Party. During this period, under Bush leadership, the U.S. had considered to strike a military attack against Iran or so called as the pre-emptive attack. Under U.S. National Security Strategies 2006, it was stated that "We may face no greater challenge from a single country than from Iran ... if necessary, under long-standing principles of self defense, we do not rule out the use of force before attacks occur" (The White House, 2006, p. 20) This was also reinforced by the U.S. National Strategy President Directive entitled “National Strategy to Combat Weapon of Mass Destruction (WMD)” stated that “U.S. military forces and domestic law enforcement agencies as appropriate must stand ready to respond against the source of any WMD attack ...including in appropriate cases through preemptive measures” (Bush, 2002, p. 3) Dick Cheney, a former vice president at that time even insisted that military solution is not just a viable option, but the best option available (Borger, Cheney pushes Bush to Act on Iran, 2007).

However, this policy option was heavily pressured by the congress particularly on Democrat party, believing that military strike against Iran would only worsen the objective and too costly for U.S. (Plesch & Buthcer, 2007). Joe Biden, a senator of democrat at that time even threatens the President to be impeached if the Bush Administration pursued this kind of policy (Memoli, 2019). Lack of domestic support to strike a military force against Iran had left Bush no choice but to fully engage Iran in diplomatic way along with economic sanctions. In fact, under the pressure of congress, Bush signed a bill that sanctioned oil and gas companies who involved doing business with Iran (Plesch & Buthcer, 2007).

Meanwhile under Obama leadership, the republican-led congress also had shown a big challenge for Obama in pursuing his policy towards Iran. Obama pursued to engage in a more constructive and diplomatic manner to Iran by initiating the JCPOA deal, in which a deal that would restrict limited Iran’s nuclear development in return for the lifting economic sanctions (Obama, 2016). However, the deal as what Obama imagined to be a treaty was not fully envisioned since majority of the congress
opposed the deal. Hence, the deal was not becoming a treaty nor an executive agreement, but rather a political commitment from U.S. (Marcos, 2015). However, despite of the internal dispute in U.S., the international community such as UN and other P-5 countries use this as the foundation to make an international deal which strengthened through UNSC resolution in 2015 (UNSC, 2015).

When Donald Trump administration took into place, the president also did not run the foreign policy smoothly without constraints. When Donald Trump promised in his campaigned that he will withdraw from JCPOA deal, the reaction from U.S. domestic were filled with major disagreement. According to the poll conducted by SSRS, 63% of Americans or almost two-thirds of them believed that U.S. should not withdraw from the JCOPA deal (SSRS, 2017). Not only from public, internal administration of the current government such as National Security Adviser H.R. McMster, Secretary of Defense James Mattis, and even Secretary of State Rex Tillerson also in support to maintain the deal (Crowley, 2017).

The pressure also was coming from Donald Trump’s political party, Republican. Moreover, according to the poll, 48% of the republicans are supporting U.S. to remain to the deal (SSRS, 2017). In fact, Republican chairman of the U.S. House of Representatives Foreign Affairs committee Ed. Royce stated firmly that the deal should be strictly enforced by U.S. rather than abandon it (Gould & III, 2017). Moreover, a group filled with both republican and democrats affiliated of more than 100 U.S. national security experts and more than 30 former U.S. ambassadors issued a joint statement urging Trump to remain in the Iran Nuclear deal (Cohen, 2018).

Based on the four administrations above, we can clearly see how both of parties have significant differences on how U.S. should deal with Iranian nuclear threat. In Republican side, they pursue more on an aggressive stance towards Iran nuclear threat which included but not limited to regime changes, maximum pressure, and even military strike. However in Democratic perspective, they believe more on the diplomatic approach and multilateral agreement by believing that pressure can only be effective through multilateral approach and diplomatic manner. In order to make it easier to understand, we provide the matrix below to understand the challenges from each U.S. Presidents in facing the congress particularly the Republican and Democrat party in the process of foreign policy making towards Iran nuclear threat:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Administration</th>
<th>Republican Party</th>
<th>Democrat Party</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bill Clinton</td>
<td>Pressure to take a harder economic sanctions toward Iran</td>
<td>Support Clinton for engagement with Khatami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Bush</td>
<td>Pressure Bush to pursue a regime change for Iran</td>
<td>Discourage Bush to take military action toward Iran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrack Obama</td>
<td>Oppose the JCPOA deal. Cancelling the JCPOA deal to be a treaty.</td>
<td>Support the JCPOA deal and support the deal to be a treaty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald Trump</td>
<td>52% Support the withdrawal. 48% want to remain in the deal</td>
<td>Oppose the withdrawal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: All these statements were quoted from various sources explained in the previous explanations. See bibliography.
The Concern of Domestic Interest Groups

In particular to Iran nuclear threat, domestic groups have been contributed a lot to consideration of US decision makers. Amongst all interest groups that reside in U.S., the domestic interest groups that significantly contribute to the U.S. foreign policy is American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC). AIPAC has been working more than 20 years to lobby the U.S. executive branch and the U.S. congress. According to AIPAC itself, its primary goal is to work with the U.S. government to strengthen U.S.-Israel relationship and pursue economic, political and diplomatic measures to prevent a nuclear-armed Iran. It is claimed itself by AIPAC, that the AIPAC organization highly encourage the construction of a tough broad sanctions towards Iran to prevent them for acquiring nuclear weapon (AIPAC, 2019).

As for example, during Clinton Administration, AIPAC drafted and circulated 74-pages paper in Washington arguing that Iran was not only a threat to Israel, but also for the U.S. and its allies (Pollack K. M., 2004). In its paper conclusion, AIPAC suggested U.S. to put higher economic sanctions towards Iran. This influence of course contributed to the Iran Libya Sanctions Act 1996 particularly when AIPAC was given privileged to revise the bill in prior (Marsheimsers & Waltz, The Israel Lobby and US Foreign Policy, 2007). When the newly elected moderate Iranian President Khatami was in charge, there was an intention for both U.S. and Iran to improve its relations. However, AIPAC stepped up to act intensively in Congress to prevent this approach (Yerah, 1997).

During George Bush administration, AIPAC tried to convince the government about strategic environment in the Middle East, believing that U.S. targets should be focusing on Israel’s foes to apply maximum pressures on Iran and even should change the regime. Moreover, according to Marsheimsers & Waltz (2007), the lobby groups played a critical role in shaping U.S. policy towards Iran to transform to be democratic country.

On May 2003, the congress planned to introduce a bill to fund opposition groups and promote democracy in Iran, which backed by AIPA, Coalition for Democracy in Iran, and Jewish Institute for National Security of America (JINSA). Later on July, the bill was passed by congress and Bill Clinton signed the legislation. In addition, Marsheimsers & Waltz argued that these domestic Israel groups have been successfully convincing Bush that “Iran is unacceptable threat to Israel and that it is the responsibility of the U.S. to prevent the threat from increasing.” It was not even rare to see such as AIPAC in their publication and lobby to the American politician leaders to support the argument of U.S. executives to employ military strike towards Iran in the hope for Iranian regime change (Shuel, 2006) (Guttman, 2007).

When Obama stepped up as the President and began to initiate the JCPOA deal, the domestic interest groups were increasingly becoming more active than before (Shank, 2015). It was reported that the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) spent about $1.67 millions in to lobby the Congress to enact legislation giving senators the ability to review an Iran nuclear deal (Ho, 2015). AIPAC also spent $20 million dollars to form a group so-called as Citizens for a Nuclear Free Iran to educate the public about the dangers of the Iran deal (Davis, 2017). However, AIPAC was not alone, the other interest group such as New Security Action and J Streets also made an effort to do counter narrative the effort of AIPAC to the support the deal to the public (Toosi, 2016).

In particular for Donald Trump administration, the intention to withdraw from JCPOA deal surely triggers many interest groups to participate to the U.S. potential foreign policy outcome. At this time, Jewish groups are divided into two
factions; those who support Trump to withdraw from the deal such as AIPAC and Orthodox Union, and those who oppose Trumps’ deal such as J Street and the Jewish Democratic Council of America (Tibon, 2018). Both of these factions have demonstrated their activities in lobbying many stakeholders in U.S. government to persuade them to choose the policy they prefer, mainly through congress, public campaign, and of course to Trump himself (Tibon, 2018). The executives of Republican Jewish Coalition even set the meeting with Donald Trump to encourage Trump to withdraw the deal for the best interest of U.S. and its allies. In fact, it was reported that Jewish groups and donors spent more than $22my on lobbying and campaign to encourage Trump to withdraw the deal in 2018 (Perkins, 2019).

Based on the explanation above, we can understand that domestic interest groups have proven to contribute to the U.S. foreign policy making. Particularly for the leader as the pinnacle of decision maker, domestic group cannot be denied their existence and contribution to shape the reality and contextualize the potential response of U.S. foreign policy towards Iran. Of course, there is no exact point to what extend does domestic interest group can influence leaders’ decision. But what we can understand from this point is that domestic interest groups can be either a constraint or a support that leaders can use to execute their foreign policy.

External Environment

International Pressure on Iran over Nuclear Threat

Iran nuclear development has been long known to be suspicious in the eyes of international community (Karakiir, 2008). Despite yet to be officially armed with nuclear weapons, Iran nuclear activities has been a huge concern for not only U.S. but also for Gulf countries in the Middle East, European Union and United Nations (The White House, 2002).

The engagement with international community has always been a reliable tool for U.S. strategic decision in handling Iran nuclear threat since Bill Clinton administration. As for example, Bill Clinton believed that “U.S. leadership has been crucial to the success of negotiations that produced a wide range of treaties that have made the world safer and more secure by limiting, reducing, preventing the spread of, or eliminating weapons of mass destruction (WMD) and other dangerous weapons. Without our leadership and engagement, threats would multiply and our opportunities would narrow. (The White House, 1994)"

George Bush also stated that “Our response [on WMD] must take full advantage of strengthened alliances, the establishment of new partnerships with former adversaries, innovation in the use of military forces, modern technologies, including the development of an effective missile defense system, and increased emphasis on intelligence collection and analysis” (The White House, 2002). With the same spirit, Obama also reiterated that “if Iran meets its international obligations on its nuclear program, they will be able to proceed on a path to greater political and economic integration with the international community. If they ignore their international obligations, we will pursue multiple means to increase their isolation and bring them into compliance with international nonproliferation norms” (The White House, 2010).

The importance of International community engagement to counter against Iran nuclear threat has given a door open for under Bush administration to make an international deal with Iran which later completed in the Obama administration, which is the comprehensive Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action Deal (JCPOA) (Rogers, 2005). Under the support from IAEA, EU, and UNSC, JCPOA was further become U.S. foreign policy in responding to
Iran nuclear threat in 2015 (The White House President Obama, 2016).

In contrast with Trump administration, U.S. intention to withdraw from JCPOA deal were not supported at all by international community such as EU and United Nations (EU, 2018) (United Nations, 2018). President Donald Trump met a lot of resistance from international community for U.S. to employ its new foreign policy towards Iran. It was notably that China, Russia and European leaders roundly condemned Donald Trump's intention to withdraw from the deal believing that it would only reflected the growing isolation of U.S. and threatened to destabilize the Middle East (Castle & Erdbrink, 2017). United Nations through its Secretary General also expressed its deep concern that U.S. withdrawal would only create more problems for the stability in the Middle East (UN, 2018). This is where Donald Trump, as the leaders will play a key role in U.S. decision making process to extend whether or not the leaders will respond to the international pressure to not withdraw from JCPOA deal while at best continue to stop Iran to develop its nuclear weapon.

Nevertheless, in general, the stances of international community against Iran suspicious nuclear activity and its potential pursuit of nuclear weapons still stand the same way U.S. perceive to be a threat (Karacasulu & Karakir, 2008). In the perspective of U.S. itself, under Trump administration, the strategic environment in the Middle East provided a huge concern for U.S. national interest, believing that Iran “support terrorist groups and openly calls for U.S. destruction. (The White House, 2017)” Thus, despite the current time U.S. having different perspective on how the world should deal with Iran nuclear development, both U.S. and International community believe that pressure against Iran to stop its nuclear development still relevant to stabilize the Middle East and to achieve Non-Proliferation Treaty objective.

**U.S. Commitment to protect Israel in Middle East**

If we observe carefully, U.S. strategic interest towards Middle East has been consistent over the period since the Bill Clinton administration until Trump administration. What really highlight the interest of U.S. in Middle East over the years lies on its commitment to protect Israel. Thus, letting Iran possessing nuclear weapons could provide a huge security concern for U.S. most important ally, which is Israel.

U.S. strong bond with the Israel has always been vital interest for U.S. strategic security interest (US Congressional Research Service, 2018). It needs to be taken into note that Israel is U.S. closest allies since the post world war II. Both countries have been close for decades based on the common democratic values, religious affinities, and security interests. In addition, Israel is a leading recipient of U.S. foreign aid and largest trading partner (US Congressional Research Service, 2018). In fact, according to Jim Zenotti (2018), a specialist in Middle Eastern affairs of U.S. congressional research service, U.S. officials and lawmakers often consider Israel’s security as part of U.S. foreign policy.

We can actually see the proof from many of the speeches from Israeli prime ministers and requests to the U.S. government from Bill Clinton until Trump administration. In early July 1996, Prime Minister Netanyahu spoke in the congress attended by U.S. Vice Presidents and other executives stated that:

“The most dangerous of these regimes is Iran that has wed a cruel despotism to a fanatic militancy. If this regime, or its despotic neighbor Iraq, were to acquire nuclear weapons, this could presage catastrophic consequences, not only for my country, and not only for the Middle East, but for all mankind. I believe the international community must reinvigorate its efforts to isolate these regimes, and prevent them from acquiring atomic power.” (Netanyahu, 1996)
Following the Netanyahu speech, in September 1996, the congress and Clinton signed Iran Libya Sanction Act, which prohibited any companies to have business with Iran in energy sector (US Department of Treasury, 2019).

In Bush administration, the Israel pressure to act seriously on Iran nuclear threat and put more tough sanctions also can be demonstrated in the then Prime Minister (PM) Speech Ohud Olmet in the Joint Meeting of U.S. Congress and Executives in late May 2006. During his speech, PM Olmet reiterated that:

“Iran, the world’s leading sponsor of terror, and a notorious violator of fundamental human rights, stands on the verge of acquiring nuclear weapons. With these weapons, the security of the entire world is put in jeopardy... If we don’t take Iran’s bellicose rhetoric seriously now, we will be forced to take its nuclear aggression seriously later.” (Olmet, 2006)

The strong encouragement from Israel to U.S. to take serious measures toward Iran along with international community was demonstrated in the series of sanctions implemented in the Bush era such as but not limited to UNSC resolution 1803, 1747, 1835, which have been done in the span of Bush era (US Department of Treasury, 2019).

In the Obama administration, PM Netanyahu had been in the forefront to keep pressure U.S. to not ease the sanctions against Iran. In July 2010, after President Obama and PM Netanyahu discusses issues regarding defense cooperation and security concerns in the Middle East, both of the leaders have shown their commitment to put tough sanctions to Iran. In the press conference, Obama stated that:

“I reiterated to the Prime Minister Israel that there is no change in U.S. policy when it comes to these issues. We strongly believe that Israel has unique security requirements. It’s got to be able to respond to threats or any combination of threats in the region. And that’s why we remain unwavering in our commitment to Israel’s security. And the United States will never ask Israel to take any steps that would undermine their security interests... We have instituted through the U.N. Security Council the toughest sanctions ever directed at an Iranian government. In addition, last week I signed our own set of sanctions, coming out of the United States Congress, as robust as any that we’ve ever seen. Other countries are following suit. And so we intend to continue to put pressure on Iran to meet its international obligations and to cease the kinds of provocative behavior that has made it a threat to its neighbors and the international community.” (Obama, 2010)

In the response, the PM Netanyahu responded Obama statement by saying that “I urge other leaders to follow the President’s lead, and other countries to follow the U.S. lead, to adopt much tougher sanctions against Iran, primarily those directed against its energy sector. (Netanyahu, 2010).” However, when Obama made a JCPOA deal with Iran in 2015, PM Netanyahu was not in favor with it and has asked the U.S. government publicly that that Israel regrets the decision made by U.S.. Netanyahu then came to the U.S. congress and made a speech about the deal, saying that:

“Israel’s nuclear program can be rolled back well-beyond the current proposal [JCPOA deal] by insisting on a better deal and keeping up the pressure on a very vulnerable regime, especially given the recent collapse in the price of oil. My friends, for over a year, we’ve been told that no deal is better than a bad deal. Well, this is a bad deal. It’s a very bad deal. We’re better off without it” (Netanyahu, Transcript of Netanyahu Remarks to Congress, 2015).

As soon as Donald Trump stepped up as the President of United States in 2016, Benjamin Netanyahu congratulate him and believe that Trump is a the “true friend of Israel” (Zion & Winer, 2016) Donald Trump
also has strong admiration toward Benjamin Netanyahu and both of them have similar stances on how U.S. should address Iranian nuclear threat (Maital, 2018). In fact, it was Benjamin Netanyahu who support and convinced Donald Trump to withdraw from the JCPOA deal. According to the Israeli television broadcaster Kan, Netanyahu stated that “We convinced the U.S. president [to exit the deal] and I had to stand up against the whole world and come out against this agreement ... and we didn’t give up” (Netanyahu Cited in Middle East Monitor, 2018). In May 2018, Donald Trump officially withdrew from JCPOA deal and Israel was the one who defend the deal to international community despite its controversies.

Based on the explanation above, it is plausible to say protecting Israel security interest has become huge consideration of U.S. to employ its foreign policy towards Iran. The pressure from Israel to keep pushing Iran in hard-line approach is also become the huge consideration of U.S. to be sterner on Iran foreign policy.

U.S. Foreign Policy Toward Iranian Nuclear Threat: Change and Continuity

*Bill Clinton Administration (1993-2001)*

The early years of post-cold war era in United States foreign policy was led by Bill Clinton administration. Throughout his tenure, U.S. foreign policies towards Iran were heavily dominated by series of economic sanctions (Muray, 2010). Despite of that, Bill Clinton had several efforts to engage with Iran diplomatically in his second term despite it was failed in the end. Moreover, in his early years, Bill Clinton stated that “I put our effort to stop the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction at very top of our national security agenda” (Clinton B. , Remarks by President Bill Clinton On National Missile Defense, 2000). Based on this statement, it can be said that preventing nuclear proliferation was U.S. top priority foreign policy at that time.

In 1992, the U.S. intelligence reports concluded that Iran has worrying agenda about its nuclear weapon ambition (Joint Atomic Energy Intelligence, 1993). This is also supported by the comment of Iran's Defense minister, saying that a non-conventional solution was needed to deal with the U.S. threat (Muray, 2010). The U.S. concern that Iran might pursue its nuclear development more ambitious than before were also supported by Iran's breaching to UN sanctions, blocking the Peace Process, and acquiring missiles from North Korea (Myers, 1997). U.S. state department labeled Iran as “the world's most terroristic state,” believing that Iran has funded many rebel groups in the Middle East to create chaos in many states in the region (The White House, 1994).

Concerned by Iran situation, U.S. foreign policy under Bill Clinton administration employed a strategy so called as “Dual Containment” in 1993. Dual Containment was a policy which seeks to deal with both Iran and Iraq threats by isolating both countries regionally, cutting them off from the world economic and trading system (Myers, 1997). This strategy, according to U.S. National Security Strategy in 1994 has an aim as follows:

“As for Iran, our policy is aimed at changing the behavior of the Iranian government in several key areas, including its efforts to obtain weapons of mass destruction and missiles, its support for terrorism and groups that oppose the peace process, its attempts to undermine friendly governments in the region, and its development of offensive military capabilities which threaten our Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) partners and the flow of oil. Pending changes in Iran’s behavior, our goal is to contain and reduce its ability to threaten our interests. We also seek to coordinate with key allies to maximize pressures on Iran to change its course.”

Donette Murray (2010) in his book “U.S. Foreign Policy on Iran” observed that Clinton administration embrace the idea...
that economics would be the main strength of U.S. to change states’ behavior. Thus, as Murray emphasizes, Iran would be engaged economically in a bid to influence its regime behavior towards U.S. and other countries in the Middle East. This Dual Containment strategy toward encompasses several actions such U.S. military deterrent based in the Gulf States to contain Iran militarily, targeted economic sanctions to discourage foreign investment in Iran, as well as several diplomatic actions to discourage Iran support from developing nuclear weapons.

In 1997, a more moderate and progressive clerics, Mohammad Khatami was elected as Iran’s new president. There was a hope from the White House that the relationship between the two governments can be improved under Khatami and hoping also that Iran can ease its stance to stop its nuclear weapon ambition. In his press conference as a new president, he announced that the failure to improve relation with U.S. was a “source of sorrow” to him and he promised that Iran would no acts against any effort to build peace in the Middle East (Muray, 2010). He even suggested that he was interested in having a dialogue with American people. Bill Clinton responded it with open arms; he made a speech to address Iranian people:

“To the people of Iran, I would like to say that the United States regrets the estrangement of our two nations. Iran is an important country with a rich and ancient cultural heritage of which Iranians are justifiably proud. We have real differences with some Iranian policies, but I believe these are not insurmountable... I hope that the day will soon come when we can enjoy once again good relations with Iran” (Clinton B. , Public Papers of the Presidents, 1997)

The new elected President Khatami has given U.S. hope to engage with Iran in a more diplomatic ways (Muray, 2010). During Clinton’s second term, there were several efforts made by U.S. to improve the relationship. In October 1997, Clinton administration sent one message through Swiss Embassy in Teheran, which invited Iran to meet with U.S. officials without preconditions. However, Iran rejected the offer (Riedel, 2016). There was also another attempt in 1998 when U.S. vice president Al Gore asked Saudi Crown Prince Abdullah to be a broker for direct dialogue between two countries, however Iran once again rejected the offer (Muray, 2010). In May 1999, U.S. officials no longer put Iran as the world’s leading state sponsor of terrorism in a hope that officials can ease relations with Iran along with several relaxed sanctions on sale of food and medicine (Muray, 2010).

According to the observation found by Riedel (2016), the special assistant to the President and the senior director for Near East and South Asian Affairs at the National Security Council during Clinton Administration, he found that “despite the rebuffs, Khatami and Clinton continued to make public statements about the need to reconcile Iran and the United States” (Riedel, 2016). Moreover, the failure of both U.S. and Iran to engage in diplomatic actions was heavily influenced by both domestic politics in respected countries (Riedel, 2016). In Iran side, the constraint of its political structure hampered Khatami’s willingness to improve the relation with U.S.. It comes out from the reason that in Iran’s political structure, the Supreme Leader has the final say on ever decision of Iran, in which, every President’s decision need the Supreme Leader’s decision, which is coming from Khameini (Riedel, 2016). It was stated that CIA reported to U.S. policymakers that: “even if Khatami wanted to change Tehran’s policy, the president probably lacked the authority to make the change without Khameini’s approval.” (CIA, 1997) In the side of U.S., the congress led by Republican and interest groups were pessimistic by Bill Clinton approach to engage with Iran, believing that Iran should be handled with hard line approach to make
them unable to pursue nuclear weapon (Muray, 2010).

Based on the explanation above, we can understand that Bill Clinton administration foreign policy toward Iran nuclear threat were heavily filled with economic measures There was also several diplomatic approach to improve relationship between two countries and engage Iran’s nuclear power on the table, but it Bill Clinton administration were constraint by internal politics in Iran and U.S. itself.

George Bush Administration (2001-2008)
As the successor of Bill Clinton Administration, U.S. foreign policy towards Iran under George Bush provided a mixture of series of diplomatic engagements as well as economic sanctions (Muray, 2010). Under Bush administration, Iran remains to be a dangerous threat to U.S. interest due to its intention to pursue a nuclear weapons and sponsoring terrorism in the Middle East, despite Mohammad Khatami’s moderate and diplomatic approach to U.S. (The White House, 2002). Based on George Bush Speech, it was stated that:

“The Iranian issue is the strategic threat right now facing a generation of Americans, because Iran is promoting an extreme form of religion... And instability in that part of the world has deeply adverse consequences, like energy falling into the hands of extremist people that would use it to blackmail the West.” (Bush, 2007)

The persona of Khatami as the moderate and progressive Iranian President at first had given a hope for Bush administration to pursue diplomatic approach (Muray, 2010). Secretary of State Powell believed that “it was time to try to reset the clock in U.S.-Iranian relations” (Clinton B., 2004) Moreover, it was also believed that sanctions alone were not enough to change Iran’s behavior. The assessment coming from U.S. officials believed that “the sanctions were ineffective and unnecessarily antagonistic towards America’s allies” (Muray, 2010). In the Iranian side, there was also discussion by Iranian Majlis (congress) to set up direct talks with U.S., along with the support of Khatami (Muray, 2010).

When the incident of 9/11 happened, George Bush asked Iran to have cooperation with U.S. to destroy Taliban. As Iran also have historical hostility relations with Iraq and considering the Iraq’s threat to Iran, Iran helped U.S. with open arms (Nader, Scotten, Rahmani, Stewart, & Manhad, 2014). The U.S. made a foreign policy to create a diplomatic strategy helped by Iran to destroy Taliban. The diplomacy started to be initiated in the Afghanistan 6+2 talks at the UN, Iranian made a promise to provide a search-and-rescue help, as well as assistance with planning, targeting, intelligence and cultural information (Muray, 2010). As the result, Iran helped U.S. to give information about hundreds of Al Qaeda suspects and forwarded copies of almost 300 of terrorist passports to U.S. Satisfied with Iran help, U.S. foreign policy started to focus on offering Iran a deal involving specific concessions in exchange for cooperation (Leverett, 2008). It was found that State Department officials began to draft the National Security Presidential Decision which contained a proposal for diplomatic engagement (Parsi, 2008).

However, a sudden moment happened at the beginning of 2002, the Palestine freighter, MV Karine was intercepted by Israeli force carrying a huge cargo of arms. It was informed that Iran is the main sponsor of the Ship and had sent the large amount of weapons. The intention to propose a diplomatic engagement then delayed due to this event (Flyn, 2006). In 2002, through Bush speech, Iran was named as the Axis of Evil, along with North Korea and Iraq, believing that these states have given grave threat to the security and stability of international community (Heradstveit & Bonham, 2007).
Despite having an intention to have diplomatic engagement, U.S. officials concluded that Khatami as the Iranian President was too weak to engage diplomatically with U.S. in accordance to U.S. interest, due to the pressure from Iranian hardliners in the congress and its Supreme leader (Muray, 2010). Moreover, there is also intention that through Bush' speeches, the U.S. can further trigger the civilian in Iran particularly the reformers, students, and liberators in the favor of U.S. to pressure Iran government for the change regime (Muray, 2010). Iranian government was shock hearing U.S. speeches about the Axis of Evil, considering Iranian government has given U.S. unprecedented cooperation in the war against Iraq and Afghanistan, believing that U.S. speech is crude, simplistic, and unfair to them (BBC News, 2002).

In 2003, Iranian opposition group in exile held a press conference informed the world that Iran had a covert nuclear weapon programmed (IAEA, 2003). As the response, there was a consideration by Bush administration to put Military Operation on the table. However, this option was heavily unpopular in the U.S. domestic politics particularly from Democratic Party, despite Interest groups such as AIPAC endorse the option to strike Iran (Marsheimers & Waltz, The Israel Lobby and US Foreign Policy, 2007). In 2006, the new Iranian president, Mohammad Ahmadinejad was elected. In contrast with Khatami, Ahmadinejad was coming from conservative groups in Iran and have negative perception towards U.S. and the West (Haji-Yousefi, 2010). In his first speech in the UN, Ahmadinejad warned that in his first UN address, Ahmadinejad warned the U.S. and its allies that ‘if some try to impose their will on the Iranian people through resort to a language of force and threat with Iran, we will reconsider our entire approach to the nuclear issue’ (Ahmadinejad, 2005). In addition, Ahmadinejad even publicly stated in his speech in Iran that he would like to “wipe Israel off the map” (Fathi, 2005)

The hostile rhetoric brought up by the new elected Iranian President, Ahmadinejad, have made Iran-U.S. ties started to crack once again. The fact that Iran was not committed to IAEA regulation, its hostile activities by supporting terrorist groups and its rhetoric to attack Israel have brought U.S. nothing but to consider more serious actions to handle Iran. George Bush through his book entitled “Decision Points,” described Ahmadinejad as follow:

“Ahmadinejad steered Iran in an aggressive new direction. The regime became more repressive at home, more belligerent in Iraq, and more proactive in destabilizing Lebanon, the Palestinian Territories, and Afghanistan…” (Bush, 2010)

In fact, military strike was an option in Bush administration. Former CIA and National Security Agency (NSA) chief Gen. Michael Hayden reported that George Bush and his inner circle were planning to develop a list of up to 2,000 bombing to nuclear facilities in Iran (Hayden, 2012). In the book entitled “Decision Points” written by Bush himself, he acknowledged that he had military option in plan to “stop the bomb clock, at least temporarily.” However, according to his confession, he was influenced by domestic pressure believing that “destroying regime’s prized project would embolden the opposition and would stir up Iranian nationalism and unite the people against U.S.” (Bush, 2010) In addition, the military option was also heavily constrained by U.S. domestic politics and the fact that most of the Iranian people according to the poll were in favor of U.S. government to have better relations with U.S. (Steven Kull, 2007).

After discussion with his national security team and consulted with Vladimir Putin, Angela Merkel, and Tony Blair, Bush concluded that a series of international economic sanctions along with the proposal to have a grand deal will work to contain
Iran nuclear program Moreover, the U.S. also involving EU, Russia, and China to talk with Iran in a hope that Iran can halt its nuclear enrichment program (Bush, 2010). The end goal of this talk was to ensure Iran halt is nuclear enrichment program and ensure that Iranian nuclear activity can be inspected by IAEA regularly in exchange for several relaxations from UNSC and U.S. sanctions (European Union, 2006). Despite it, the talk had yet to achieve any significant deal during Bush Administration (Muray, 2010). However, the initiation to talk represented an important moment for the historical progress on the later Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action deal done by President Obama in 2015.

Barrack Obama Administration (2008-2016)
Barrack Obama entered the White House replacing George Bush leadership in U.S. foreign policy on November 2008. During his early years, U.S. stances on Iran remains the same, which still become U.S. top priority to its foreign policy. Based on the U.S. National Security Strategy 2010, U.S. emphasized that “there is no greater threat to the American people than weapons of mass destruction, particularly the danger posed by the pursuit of nuclear weapons by violent extremists and their proliferation to additional states” (The White House, 2010) Moreover, U.S. foreign policy under Obama Administration continued the legacy of its previous administrations, which is to pressure Iran through economic sanctions, but in the same time offer the country a series of diplomatic engagements in a hope that Iran could stop its ambition over the nuclear weapon (Jahanbegloo, 2009).

However, under Obama Administration, U.S. foreign policy emphasizes its commitment to build stronger foundation for U.S. leadership through several means; Engaging international community, respecting international law, and galvanizing the collective actions. These means, according to U.S. National Security Strategy, can be the best effort to stop the spread of nuclear weapons and nuclear materials based on the respect to the global common interest (The White House, 2010).

Based on that principle, U.S. foreign policy under Obama Administration had been using the Non-Proliferation Treaty as its channel to engage with Iran accountable for its suspicious nuclear activity. Therefore, Obama administration strongly relies on the diplomatic actions, as it is believed that it is fundamental to U.S. national security as U.S. defense capability (The White House, 2010). Specifically for preventing Iranian pursuit of nuclear weapons, it was stated in U.S. national security strategy 2010,

“The United States will pursue to prevent Iran from developing a nuclear weapon. If Iran meets its international obligations on its nuclear program, they will be able to proceed on a path to greater political and economic integration with the international community. If they ignore their international obligations, we will pursue multiple means to increase their isolation and bring them into compliance with international nonproliferation norms. At the same time, our engagement must be both comprehensive and strategic. It should extend beyond near-term threats by appealing to peoples' aspirations for justice, education, and opportunity and by pursuing a positive and sustainable vision of U.S. partnership with the region.”

Based on the explanation above, we can clearly see that U.S. foreign policy under Obama administration really emphasizing the international norms and collective action to curb Iran from pursuing its nuclear weapons. These kinds of actions actually have been similar from what we see in the previous administrations in the Clinton and Bush era. However, this time, Obama really had clear plan in mind and not merely a reactionary policy as what the other previous administrations done.
At the initial steps, Obama started to use sanctions against Iran as a part to push Iran to get in the deal offered by U.S. in the earlier proposal under Bush Administration along with EU, Russia and China (McCormick, 2011). In early June 2010, UNSC passed a resolution to impose sanctions including expanding arms embargo and tightening restriction on financial and shipping enterprises related to “proliferation-sensitive activities” (UNSC, 2010). Moreover, U.S. also imposed economic sanctions through congressional legislation which entail to restrict foreign banks that deal with Iranian banks and any financial access to the U.S. financial system. In addition, the sanction also including restriction on gasoline suppliers that used to have business with Iran (US Department of State, 2019). Not only U.S. and UNSC, European Union also added several sanctions towards Iran which encompasses dual-use goods and technology, restrictions on trade in technology nuclear related, restriction on investment in Iranian oil and gas, transfer of funds, insurances, and ships and cargo aircraft (European Union, 2010). All of these actions were part of U.S. strategy to push Iran to have a deal with international community regarding its nuclear development (McCormick, 2011). The result gave an enormous impact towards Iran Economy. Based on the report from U.S. Government Accountability Office in 2013, it was reported that U.S. and International Sanctions have adversely affected the Iranian economy (US Government Accountability Office, 2013). This report has give a great result from Obama administration as leverage and initial step to begin bilateral and multilateral talk with Iran over the grand bargain of the nuclear deal.

In March 2013, it was reported that U.S. began to hold series of bilateral talks with Iranian officials in Oman concerning about the possibility to have a grand deal about Iranian nuclear development (McCormick, 2011). When Hassan Rouhani, the more moderate and pragmatic politician was elected as Iranian President in June 2013, the new President responded the intention with U.S. in a serious way (Rouhani Should Give Priority to Religious Freedom in Iran, 2013). On September 2013, for the first time ever since the Iranian revolution, Obama and Rouhani had a telephone conversation talking about the serious negotiations with the West on the Iranian Nuclear programmed (Mason & Charbonneau, 2013).

The interim agreement was signed on November 2013 after several rounds of negotiations. In this interim agreement, seven actors were involved in the deal, which are United States, Great Britain, France, Russia, China, and European Union along with Iran (Arms Control Association, 2019). The agreement, so called as Joint Plan of Action called Iran to suspend its nuclear program in a short time in exchange for lifting several economic sanctions with the intention that Iran also willingly to continue to work in a long-term agreement. In addition, IAEA will employ to inspect Iranian nuclear facility a more intrusive and frequent manner. The agreement was formally implemented on January 2014 (Arms Control Association, 2019). On February 2014, it was reported that Iran was complying with the deal. The deal reported by IAEA inspection stated that Iran was implementing the agreed terms by halting its enrichment program 20 percent, blending down half of its stockpile for 20 percent to only 3.5, as well as halting the work in its Arak Heavy Water Reactor. Satisfied with Iran’s compliance, U.S. and European Union waive specific sanctions in Iranian Oil business (Arms Control Association, 2019). Moreover, it was reported that all parties agreed to continue their talks into more comprehensive one, which later called as The Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (Arms Control Association, 2019).

Under this agreement, it was stated Iran must limit its nuclear development in
several ways. First, Iran has to decrease its low-enriched uranium stockpile by 98 per cent. Second, the agreement will remain for fifteen years. Third, during the time period, Iran will only use its enriching uranium only for 3, 67% enough for the civilian purposes (The White House, 2015). The Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action was remarkably agreed by Iran and supported by United Nations, EU, IAEA and major countries such as Russia, China, UK, and France (UN, 2015). The agreement was reached on April 2015 in Switzerland. In return, several of UNSC sanctions as well as EU and U.S. economic sanctions will be gradually lifted if Iran obeys the agreement. Despite of that, several sanctions will be remained uphold such as sanctions on missile technologies and conventional weapons, terror list sanctions, and ballistic missiles (Arms Control Association, 2019).

In addition, Iran should also need to submit its report nuclear development to the IAEA for the inspection program (The White House, 2015). In July 2015, the all relevant parties signed the agreement and become the first official deal with Iran about nuclear development since Iranian revolution in 1979 (Arms Control Association, 2019). Despite having big constraint in the internal politics such as the congress dominated by Republic and strong resistance from AIPAC, the deal become Obama’s signature of U.S. foreign policy in his era.

**Donald Trump Administration (2016-2018)**

Since the beginning of the new administration, Donald Trump and the team has been bold and firm towards its stance on Iran, U.S. under Trump see Iran as the legitimate threat (The White House, 2017). U.S. perceive Iran as the rogue regimes whose action only provides instability to Middle East. The Iranian government is seen as the radical regime that creates destruction, death, and chaos all around the world. Moreover, Iran is seen as the states who sponsored a lot of terrorist activities and growing its network through proxies and pursuing missile program in any possible means and they have increased their efforts to hostility by expanding coercion, violating states’ sovereignty, exploiting ambiguity, and “deliberately blurring the lines between civil and military goals” (Department of Defense, 2018).

In fact, U.S. believes that Iran aggression still continues as they see them sponsoring and giving assistance to the terrorist groups such as al Qaeda, Hezbollah, Hamas, and Taliban. The development, deployment, and proliferation of missiles are also seen as the grave threat to U.S. security interests. Iran harasses U.S. ships and threatens the freedom of navigation in the Red Sea and Arabian Gulf. Iran is deemed to launch cyberattack against U.S. critical infrastructure system and imprisons many American citizens on false charges (Department of Defense, 2018).

Based on the National Security Strategy (2017), U.S. strategy to counter Iran nuclear threat is focusing on two parts: (1) Neutralizing Iran’s destabilizing influence, and (2) constraining its aggression particularly for Iran support in terrorism. The way U.S. do its strategy is through using economy and military leverage to maximizing its pressure towards Iran (The White House, 2017). In addition, U.S. are also willingly to revitalize its traditional alliances and regional partnerships in order to restore more balance in the favor of U.S. interest (The White House, 2017). Despite U.S. is little bit unclear on what kind of measures that it will take to revitalize its allies partnership while at the same time demand for reciprocity, it is safe to assume that both U.S. and its allies has common interest to counter Iran threat and thus cooperate together to counter Iran’s activity and its support for terrorist proxies in the Middle East. The last thing that U.S. will do is to deny all paths of Iran’s chances in acquiring nuclear weapon by any means even a slightest chance.
In May 8 2018, U.S. officially withdrew from JCPOA deal. U.S. perceive that there is a loophole in JCPOA deal that gives a chance for Iran to pursuing its nuclear weapon capability. As the U.S. administration under Donald Trump firmly take a principled realism approach, it is not hard to understand the very reason U.S. would abandon the diplomatic deal that have been agreed just in 2015. The agreement can be safely assumes that it does not represent the current U.S. stances, which believes in that tangible power should be used to curb Iran’s nuclear. It also has to taken into note that U.S. under Trump really emphasize the current world as a competition, where states can only either be the loser or the winner. This idea of competition seems very familiar with what Donald Trump has in mind written in many of his previous book in the America We Deserved (200), and Crippling America (2004), in which believes that the world is in competition and there is either a winner or loser, and U.S. is currently “losing”. If we observed carefully, the idea of winner or loser also fits well with Donald Trump’s tendency in binary thinking as what I have explained before in the chapter III.

Moreover, according to The White House (2017), there are four points that makes U.S. decide to withdraw from the JCPOA deal. Firstly, the JCPOA deal is deemed fail to manage the other threat from Iran as it is keep supporting the terrorist proxies and being hostile to its neighbors. According to U.S., even when Iran signed the JCPOA deal, it has continued its effort in supporting the dictatorship of Basher al-Assad in Syria, supporting the escalation of civil war in Yemen as it use proxy to attack other nations, and enables Hezbollah to build arsenal weapons that threaten U.S. most important allies, which is Israel (The White House, 2018).

Second, U.S. under Trump administration believed that the JCPOA deal did not provide enough strong mechanism for inspections and verification. U.S. under Trump administration believed that the deal should have given requirement for Iran to allow inspections anytime and anywhere whenever international inspectors requested (The White House, 2018).

Third, U.S. under Trump administration believe that the JCPOA would only give access to Iranian regime in gaining a huge amount of money as the result of lifted economic sanctions (The White House, 2018). As the result, U.S. believed that Iran would increase its economic and military advantage in the region just to get more leverage in dealing with the international community to acquire nuclear weapons once the deal exhausted. In fact, U.S. perceived that Iran used the money to fund military buildup and terrorist proxies for Hezbollah and Hamas (Trump cited in the White House, 2018).

Fourth, U.S. believed that the JCPOA deal does not provide any requirements to the Iran's ballistic missile program, in which something that Iran has been developed for decades (The White House, 2018). Hence, JCPOA deal under U.S. perspective is not adequate to counter Iran threat in Middle East. This is where U.S. under Donald Trump administration believes that Iran is actually violate the spirit of the JCPOA deal by developing its missile program and threatening Israel and other U.S. allies through its support for Hezbollah and Hamas (Trump cited in the White House, 2018).

Last but not least, the JCPOA deal has limited time, which is only last for fifteen years. This is where U.S. under Trump administration cannot accept the deal at all. U.S. believed that the deal only delay Iran's ambition to acquire nuclear weapon as U.S. skeptical about any agreement once the deal is expired (Trump cited in the White House, 2018). After the expiration, U.S. believed that Iran would pursue its nuclear once again and that time will be easier since the economic condition of Iran will be relieved due to the lifted economic sanctions by
International community (The White House, 2018). Regardless, Donald Trump believed that Iran will always be U.S. enemy as long as the “religion fanatic regime” is governing Iran. Thus, looking at the U.S. perspective, Iran will always be the enemy of United States when the Iran supreme leader is still in the power (Trump cited in the White House, 2018).

From Bill Clinton to Trump Administration: Change and Continuity

U.S. foreign policies toward Iranian nuclear threat have revolved around unilateral economic sanctions, diplomatic engagements, and international cooperation as a means to stop Iran from its nuclear weapon ambition. If we observe it carefully, we can understand that since the era of Bill Clinton until Obama Administration, there is a consistent pattern that U.S. would use “stick and carrot” approach towards Iran. It works in a way that U.S. would impose many economic sanctions or pressure diplomatically but in the same time U.S. would also ease its sanctions and improve its relation with Iran if Iran has an effort to stop its nuclear weapon development.

However, there is a significant change of U.S. foreign policy under Donald Trump, where he decided to withdraw from the deal and apply maximum pressure to stop Iranian deal. This era marked a clear sign that the foreign policy under Trump administration has contrast view with its previous administrations in particular to the Obama administration in perceiving Iran. Under Obama, it is stated that U.S. clear preference is to deal with Iran issue is through a peaceful diplomatic resolution (White House, 2015). In contrast with Trump administration, Iran nuclear threat should be handled through economic coercion in order to cripple its ability to advance its nuclear capability (White House, 2018).

U.S. Foreign policy shift towards Iran has been seen as an odd decision for the U.S. strategic interest (Allison, 2018). Dan Smith (2019), director of Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) believed that the withdrawal will only undermine U.S. credibility and leadership in multilateral diplomacy. Moreover, the withdrawal also challenges the UNSC authority in particular to its abiding resolution to endorse the JCPOA deal. As the global power who asserts leadership to shape the strategic interest around the world, it is a huge loss for the U.S. to be inconsistent in historical Iran nuclear deal (Smith, 2019).

From the point above, it can be understood that the inconsistency of U.S. foreign policy under Trump administration with U.S. foreign policy in previous administrations could harm many of U.S. interests. For example, it could damage the U.S. image in the international community or it could discourage the trust from Iran and other major parties in making the significant deal to reduce the Iranian nuclear weapon development. Social Scientist expert from Harvard University, Graham Allison (2018) event stated that “The decision will most likely lead to an outcome that is much worse not only for the U.S. but also for Israel.” With being said, we argue that U.S. foreign policy towards Iran should be held consistent and create a clear vision on how U.S. should engage Iran in order to be able to provide the Iranian trust to create a diplomatic deal as well as to gain credibility from international community in regard to U.S. foreign policy. To make it easier to understand, we provide the change and continuity of U.S. foreign policy towards Iran on the figure below:
Table 2
Change and Continuity of US Foreign Policy toward Iran Nuclear Weapon Ambition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Administration</th>
<th>U.S. Foreign Policy to Iran Nuclear Weapon Ambition</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bill Clinton (1993-2001)</td>
<td>Dual Containment (1st period), Normalize Relationship (2nd Period)</td>
<td>Isolating Iran economically and diplomatically to exhaust its willingness to pursue nuclear development (1st period). When Khatami stepped up, there were serious efforts to engage Iran diplomatically (2nd period)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Bush (2001-2008)</td>
<td>Stern of Economic Sanctions (1st period) and Proposal of International Deal (2nd period)</td>
<td>Aim to change Iranian regime through crippling its economy initially, but then change plan to offer Iran a grand deal with EU, Russia, and China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrack Obama (2008-2016)</td>
<td>International Pressure (1st period), Diplomatic engagement, and JCPOA deal (2nd period)</td>
<td>Engage International Community to Pressure Iran economically but at the same time offer Iran the JCPOA deal (The continuance of Bush Proposal)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors, 2020.

CONCLUSION
U.S. foreign policy has experienced changes and continuity since Bill Clinton Administration to Trump Administration. In making the decision, each administration faced its own unique strategic environment in the internal and international level. Most of the times, the internal environment were heavily influenced by the domestic politics in particular from Democrat and Republican party as well as the lobby from interest groups in particular the israeli groups. Meanwhile in the international level, there are similar patterns that U.S. tried to maintain its commitment to protect key allies in the Middle East such as Israel and Gulf Countries but at the same time being encouraged by international community to stop Iranian nuclear threat in a diplomatic manner.

Since Bill Clinton until Obama administratoin, the U.S. foreign policy has consistent pattern in the way that U.S. would push for economic sanctions towards Iran but at the same time try to engage Iran in diplomatic manner to stop its nuclear weapon program. However, Donald Trump administratoin provided significant changes of direction on where U.S. envision its means to Iran, which it has been proven by its decision to withdraw from JCPOA deal and applying maximum economic pressure towards Iran.
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